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Inspired by the ideas of John S. Lewis, the EVSS will serve as a home base and processing center for a near-Earth asteroid mining
program. Instead of the dead vacuum some people might assume outer space to be, our solar system is full of resources readily
available for our use, and some of the most viable targets for space mining are near-Earth asteroids. Eventually, the EVSS will
serve as home base for a comprehensive asteroid mining program whose goal will be to eventually hollow out and colonize a nearEarth asteroid for outer space exploration. This goal, obviously, will have to be reached in phases.
Initially, the only programmatic element that will be appended to the EVSS’s hotel programming will be a small (relatively) station
that will serve as host for the first small drones that will be sent to mine the most valuable resource available on near-Earth
asteroids, water ice. The drones would be sent out to melt and collect the water ice and return it for processing. An electrolyzing

station and refinery would be housed in the station to process the water brought back by the drone. The electrolyzing process
would separate the hydrogen and oxygen from the water; the hydrogen, along with some oxygen, would be refined for use as
rocket fuel and the oxygen would be used in the EVSS by its inhabitants. Also, it goes without saying that some of the raw water
would also be used by the inhabitants of the EVSS. This initial phase would also require docking facilities not only for the drones
but for other spacecraft looking to purchase fuel as well.
Besides water-ice, valuable metal ores are available on near-Earth asteroids. It is estimated that at least 10% of the matter
comprising near-Earth asteroids in naturally occurring stainless steel. Additionally, it has been postulated that a two-kilometer wide
asteroid could contain more ore than has been mined in the entire history of civilization. The ability to mine for such valuable

The Big Idea

Construction System

Asteroids could be mined for a variety of natural resources. First
would be ice water as it would be the easiest to obtain. From this
water fuel can be made and sold in space. Besides water, this
method also produces oxygen as a by product and this could be
recycled in the station. The ability to mine materials in space could
lead to a space manufacturing bay.

Based on a hexagonal grid, the construction system underlying the space station is designed to allow for dynamic growth in every
dimension. In this sense the design is forever additive allowing for unrestricted future expansion.

Construction Grid
The modular system is
designed upon a hexagonal
grid in order to allow for
dynamic and adaptable
construction system. This
approach allows for the future
expansion of the space station
complex.

Economically Viable Space Station

Warped Space
This two dimensional grid is
then warped from a planar
orientation to a sherical one.
This warping of the system
compresseses the lateral
dimensions of the complex
allowing for larger growth
occupying smaller space.

Wormholes
The bending of the structure in
space compresses the distance
between points on the grid. This
allows opportunities for shortcuts
between various points in the
system by connecting them
linearly within the space of the
structure.

Vertical Expansion
In addition to lateral growth, the
system also allows for “vertical”
expansion: growth normal to the
curvature of the overall structure.
This sort of expansion would
create clusters of vertical growth
on the horizontal system.

resources would require more advanced drones and bigger processing facilities on the EVSS, so this ability would be phased
in after the water mining program has been proven successful. A docking station for the new, most likely bigger, drones
would be added as well as a manner in which to store the raw material. This would likely be an holding cell outside of
the core EVSS facility because the raw material would not need protection from the environment. A facility to process this
material would also need to be added, and this would begin to reflect the manufacturing capabilities that the EVSS would
have. Once established this system would be self-sustaining and self-perpetuating. The material mined could return and be
used to make more drones for more mining and to expand the existing facilities. The majority of the material, of course,
would be sold to other facilities in space either in their raw form or as manufactured components.

Housing Unit

Modular Skeleton

Each habitable module incorporates all necessary living amenities including shower
and toilet amenities within its geometry. The strip geometry pushes and pulls in the
space to create the various spaces within the module. Orienting all of the program on
the periphery, this stiated approach allows for a large interior free space to enjoy the
sensation of weightlessness.

Each module is autonomously manufactured with most amenities
incorporated.

6. Entrance.
7. Entertainment screen / storage.
8. Sleeping area.
9. Bathroom module.
10. Multi-use area.

As seen here - flattened and mapped two dimensionally - the overall construction system of the space station allows for large growth and
accomodates a variety of uses.

A. Propulsion system. The middle piece in
each module can be swapped for an entry
hatch if needed.
B. Mechanical conduits.
C. Exposed structure to ease the addition and
construction of habitable modules.
D. Additional storage capsules can be added
at the nodes of the structural system.

E. Structure is constructed to accommodate
the furnishing of habitable modules.
F. Guide rails. These rails initially serve as
tracks for the printing robot and then serve
as guide rails for the inflatable membranes.
G. Mechanical/Life support system conduits.
H. Grip rails are built into the structure to
assist movement throughout the space.

Construction Strategy

Modular Grid

It would be impractical to send payload after payload into space whenever an addition is
needed on the station. Instead, a automated system of construction is incorporated in the
expansion of the complex. The bulk of the construction is done by an automated 3d printing
mechanism using mostly materials procured from mining asteroids.

The individual modular units are attached to the overall structure by means of a secondary
hexagonal grid system overlaid above the first (left). This hexagonal base is subdivided to
create a unit module which is both operational independently or can be combined in any
number of ways in order to create larger spaces.

Structural Grid Expansion
All comonents within the module walls including electrical circuitry are created by a moving
autonomous 3d printer in situ. Within the empty structure the panels for the construction of
the tensile membrane are also printed for later maneuvering into place.

Further Phasing
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Multiple Systems
While the overall structure
maintains a constant curvature,
its terminus is not necessarily a
sphere. By connecting units at
180° to each other the structure
direction can be reversed making
for virtually limitless expansion
opportunities.

1. Interior structure.
2. Outer paneling
3. Temporary outer paneling - removed for
additional of adjacent modules.
4. Hardened outer shell from inflated
membrane.
5. Paneling adjacent to construction
modules.

A. Main Docking
B. Hotel Lobby
C. Solar Panel Array
D. Food Production
E. Food Processing
F. Research Laboratory
G. Asteroid Material Processing
H. Long-Term Living Quarters
I. Space Tether Sytem
J. Drone Docking
K. Restaurant Dining
L. Hotel Modules
M. Space Walking Arena
N. Guest Lounge/Recreation
O. Commercial Ammenities
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Module Creation
Structural panels originally printed within the grid structure are maneuvered into place and
serve as the anchors for the expandable membrane. The membrane is also anchored to the
strucutural grid by way of the rails originally implemented for the positioning of the 3d printing
robot.

Finished Capsule
The membrane is inflated and then layered with resin and carbon fiber to create a solid base.
This serves as the foundation upon which the structural elements are built by a team of
robots.

